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",rrn..,rnv-o at the end of

OF COJ\1PLIANCE

brief, Martin N. tsucnanan "i-or",,, that,

oaseo on the word-count -toClhn-o of WordPerfect version 1 the body of this brief

contains 10,936 words and, therefore, complies with the word-limitation provision

in Rule 1 N~1RA.

REFERENCES TO THE TRANSCRIPT

Citations to the official transcripts are by date and page number, e.g., Tr,

11/13/07 p. 29. With leave of Court, the parties have also submitted unofficial

written transcripts of a number of hearings officially transcribed by audiotape.

The only unofficial written transcript cited in this brief is the transcript of a

Daubert hearing held on August 24-25,2004, which is also cited by date and page

number.
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SUJ\IMARY OF

A. Nature of the Case, Course of Proceedings, and Disposition Below

This is an action for damages brought by over residents the City of

against Shell Western Lxploratton and Production Inc. and Oil

Company (collectively "Shell") for environmental contamination from's

former oil and gas operations in the area from the 1940's through 1993. The

plaintiffs asserted claims for negligence, strict liability, nuisance, and trespass, and

alleged that they had suffered personal injuries and property damage as a result

the contamination. 1 RP 1-39.

Before trial, the district court ruled that the plaintiffs' causation expert,

James Dahlgren, would not be permitted to testify that plaintiffs' exposure to

Shell's toxic contaminants caused or contributed to their lupus and other

autoimmune disorders. 66 RP 21186-21188. The court ruled that there was

a causal connection between

67 RP 21280-21281. Based on

uugmern on jJiUHHJLU0

rulings, the court

claims

21



a one-month rel1l1alnmlg personal .

property claims a group selected by parties for first

trial. 57 RP 18357, 18511, 18526. The jury returned a defense verdict as to

mne 68 RP 21734-21740. the verdict, plaintiffs filed a motion

new trial based on . misconduct and juror bias. 68 21761 1778.

court denied the motion entered a final judgment in favor of Shell and '-4f:>'-'kH'"

this group of plaintiffs. 69 RP 22060-22095. This appeal is from the final

judgment and the order denying the motion for new trial. 69 RP 22155-22193.

The action is still pending in the district court as to the remaining plaintiffs.

B. Summary of Material Facts

1. Trial Evidence

From the 1940's until 1993, Shell conducted oil and gas operations on the

Grimes Lease in the City of Hobbs. Shell's operations included the Grimes tank

11/13/07

1 D's, but it had been r,,,'TOYC'r! up by the 1960's. Shell Exs. 179-181; Tr. 11/14/07

11 5/07 16l.

1

2



the Gnmes ...atterv. The nearest was built within yards of

battery. Tr. 11 3/07 pp. 39-40; Tr. 11/14/07 p. 37. Shell never notified the

11/26/07

old Tasker pit.

1

builder or the resicents of the existence of the pit. Tr. 11/14/07 pp. 108-

71-72, 115. Some of were built right on top of

11/13/07 pp. 41-42, L,L,\J'-L,L,I. Shell's historical documents

did not mention anything about the approaching neighborhood. Tr. 11/14/07 pp.

68-69.

Shell decommissioned the Grimes tank battery in 1993. Despite the

proximity of the Westgate neighborhood, Shell did not conduct an environmental

assessment of the tank battery. Tr. 11113/07 pp. 49, 52-53; Court Ex. Cat 37,46,

51-52. In 1997, Shell merged with Amoco and formed Altura Energy, Ltd.

("Altura"), which took over the Grimes lease.

143.

11113/07 pp. 50-51; Shell Ex.

did tormer oil and

1

the Tasker

49. a pit was covered,

Grimes lease.

3



do look-back r"-nrhc",' so to '-'1-''-'<'<''-, for <:lY\,r+h.Y\rr that."

Eat 115. also never reported releases or leaks of toxic chemicals

lnT1CCl"rI ("OeD"). Tr. 11114/07 5 Tr.

1

1997, Altura was dismantling the Grimes tank battery when it found

massive hydrocarbon contamination of the surrounding soil, extending all the way

into the aquifer 65 feet below ground level. Tr. 11113/07 pp. 30, 44-45, 53,

67. While the tank battery was being dismantled, it was unusually dusty and foul

smelling in the Westgate subdivision. Tr. 11116/07 pp. 15-18. The prevailing

blew directly from the tank battery into the neighborhood. Tr. 11115/07 p.

146; 11/16/07 p. 30. In an ensuing investigation, additional areas of

0A,-.t<:ln-t11e"\<:lt'r>n were found in areas surrounding the Grimes tank battery.

11



11 1 1

road to

l,c~",,,rl four of the nomes

11/13/07 p. 104. Shell purchased and

that had been built on top the old

11/1

to Shell was

reluctant 11/28/07 pp. 217, 219-220. OCD found a number

of deficiencies in Shell's proposed remediation plans and required Shell to

perform additional clean-up work. Tr. 11/13/07 p. 123. OCD finally approved

Shell's remediation plan, with the proviso that its approval did not relieve Shell of

responsibility for any remaining contamination or for compliance with federal,

state, or local laws or regulations. Tr. 11/14/07 p. 72.

Shell conducted the remediation from 2000 through 2002. Tr. 11/13/07 p.

133. At Grimes tank battery, Altura had already excavated the

14 more

a

5



11 1

11/13/07 pp. 57-59. Shell removed

area fromerected a ""r)ccnT~closed a portion

March 2002 -thl',n.lln,h

the road,

area.

cesioents were '--!",;pr<-,p

1

Tr. 11/13/07 p. 1

loud noises from heavy machinery and trucks, dirt dust flying in the air, and

foul smells. Tr. 11/16/07 pp. 45, 49-50; Tr. 11/26/07 pp. 81-82,161-162,228-

229. The nine plaintiffs in the group were long-term residents of homes

on Tasker and Cobb who lived close to the contaminated areas. Plaintiffs' Ex.

191.

Shell cleaned the Tasker pit to a level of 2350 parts per million of Total

Petroleum Hydrocarbons ("TPH") and it cleaned all other contaminated areas to a

cleaned the Tasker pit to a

11141-1

Shell could

1/1

level of around 100 parts per ~HU,H'-'U.

100

The chemicals found in

's operations are some



and ""r,n,,'¥'> 228) are nervous

as

148,153-179. These other soil,

rrrrtnnrlnJ"tt:>" and/or dust

11113/07 pp. 31 3,46-47, 66-67, 8 102-1 1, " 1 1

11114/07 pp. 65-67, 71; 11115/07 27-28,32-33, 3

Plaintiffs suffered neurological and/or respiratory diseases that were caused

or exacerbated by their exposure to these toxic chemicals. Tr. 11127107 pp. 214-

243. They also suffered a diminution in the property values of their homes as a

result of the highly publicized contamination in the neighborhood and their duty to

disclose the contamination to prospective purchasers. Tr. 11/29/07 pp. 78-97, 147,

153-154. As discussed below, the district court refused to permit expert testimony

that the plaintiffs suffered lupus and other autoimmune disorders as a

on

occunanonal medicine, toxicology, and medical LUVUU'UL

7



did dispute his '-j'-"'-ULU,"".HHJH0 to rp''1rlp1'' opinions Oil causation.

Dr. Dahlgren formed his causation and ......cu·+r"-rnc.rl

using the standard methodology for determining causation forth in the

Judicial Center's Reference Manual on Scientific

3. This methodology ~LH'~U"': (1) an analysis of

condition through patient history, medical records, physical examination, and

diagnostic testing; (2) an analysis of exposure information and the temporal

relationship between exposure and illness; (3) a review of the medical and

scientific evidence to determine whether the exposure can cause the illness

(known as "general causation"); and (4) an application of the general knowledge

to the specific circumstances of the case to determine whether the exposure did

cause the illness, including consideration of other possible causes (known as

"specific causation"). 62 RP 19870-19901. Dr. Dahlgren performed all of these

m

.,,~'h+.h., filed in the district court
0'-',JIJ'JC ~l'H"" screntinc articles 38 1-.,.-"';", e-c-

1-.,,,,,,;,,,e- cv to

11,
L"'''''H~ are contained

8



exposure to toxic

chemicals from 's oil and operations was a ':HF-,HLllvUJ'U

to their systemic lupus erythematosis (SLE or lupus) and other immune conditions.

chemicals found

Specifically, Dr. '-''-'i.H;;;''J.

either caused or

concluded that the plaintiffs' J.UHU'-'J.W svmotoms were

by exposure to a mixture of

crude oil which are capable causing or contributing to lupus and other immune

diseases: pristane, benzene, and mercury. 51 RP 16484; 53 RP 17131-17132; 65

RP 20663-20664, 20671-20675, 20699-20701.

Dr. Dahlgren first studied all 244 of the Westgate plaintiffs by means of a

questionnaire and medical record review. For 112 of these plaintiffs, he and his

team conducted a detailed history, physical examinations, and medical testing,

including blood testing. For another randomly chosen subset of 43 plaintiffs, Dr.

Dahlgren's team conducted lymphocyte studies. Dr. Dahlgren compared these

1

Westgate population. There were 13 cases lupus out of the 244

are contained are

9



13 were residents of a rwo-o"'L~'VL'c area near Tasker pit.

was 10 more III

as was rheumatic UL.:>''-'U.:>''-', another ,.,nt""u""vvn,r,o disease.

20298. Based on a

overall U.S. population studies,

cases per 100,000 population. 61 RP 19593;

lupus varies 14.6

total estimated population of 1490 residents, the prevalence of lupus in the

Westgate subdivision was 872 per 100,000. 65 RP 20555, 20733. The Westgate

plaintiffs also suffered from a higher incidence of other immune diseases and

symptoms, including rheumatoid arthritis, Raynauds phenomenon, inflammatory

bowel disease, undifferentiated connective tissue disease, and mixed connective

tissue disease. 65 RP 20664, 20733.

The lymphocyte testing of the Westgate population's immune system

Qhr\Ult:'ri significant abnormalities as compared to the f'r\'''ltr,~1 group. \Vestgate

a

a screenmz

10



pp.252,

reduced N1<C lymphocytes,

53 RP 17353-17356;

fact that the Westgate residents had elevated ANA,

increased B cells compared to the control group

Immune 0~'-'HLJ had been challenged and altered. 65 20687-

In December 2006, Dr. R. Feldman, a rheumotologist, examined and

evaluated the first group of nine trial plaintiffs. 64 RP 20406-20487. He found

that they all demonstrated positive ANA, including those selected by Shell. The

incidence of positive ANA in the general population is approximately 15-20

percent. The likelihood that all nine of these plaintiffs would demonstrate positive

ANA as a random occurrence was infinitesimal. Dr. Feldman concluded that there

must have been a common cause for all of these plaintiffs to demonstrate a

positive ANA, environmental exposure. 65 RP 20766-20768.

of nine plaintiffs had

!-,'U.UH,LLLJ with of those selected by Shell

the 65 RP 20689-20692.

's

11



65 RP

65 All of the plaintiffs

developed or HUV!"Cc>,'\c>rI ,,,,t,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,C with Dr.

Dahlgren, had seen oozing out of

backyards and they smelled chemical odors frequently. 65 RP 20676, 20739; see

also Tr. 11 6/07

212-213.

18'1. , 11/26/07 p. 34; Tr. 11/26/07 p. 79; Tr 11/26/07 pp.

Almost all of the plaintiffs reported improvement of their symptoms upon

removal from the exposure or moving away from Hobbs. Tr. 11/27/07 pp. 180-

181. Several experienced substantial improvement or disappearance of their lupus

symptoms 2043 65 20675-20676, 20690,

on a tormer



same. exists a ptausiore

aSSIOCl<1t10n." 61 RP 19594.

rpr'Ar'tpr1 an excess

relatively low level of environmental contaminants. 65 RP 20686. The Beyers

study reported altered immune system lUilv"lVH in a group of people exposed to a

mixture of solvents and metal in a neighborhood in Massachusetts. 65 RP 20686.

The chemical mixtures in these studies included chemicals very similar in their

mode of action on the immune system to the chemicals in this case, namely they

alter the T and B lymphocytes and disrupt the normal balance in the immune

system. 65 20687.

tlenz(;me IS a IurlGamEmt:al >J ... u .... 'uF-, IS one

battery and Tasker pit.

the

. 11/13/07 101-103,106,125-1 151-1

3

/



1 1 11 p. 15 1

experts

1111 108,112-113.

benzene causes U"C,.cHL,-U

changes to

studies supporting his opinion

cited numerous animal

exposure to benzene is ,...."" ••U.vL' .....L to

of damage to the

immune system. 65 RP 20695-20696,20705-20719,20749-20750.

The Toxicological Profile for Benzene published by the for Toxic

Substances and Disease Registry ("ATSDR") states: "Based on information found

in the literature, it is reasonable to expect that adverse immunological effects

might occur in humans after inhalation, oral, or dermal exposure, since absorption

of benzene through any route of exposure would increase the

immunological system. Studies show that the immunological C'UC'T01CY> lS

suscepnoie to

is also present in oiL 20301;

were

1



IS an estaonsneu cause

1. textbook on and

numerous animal HULLlU"H """u\.<n",,,, supporting his oplmOin

1''''''''1''1'''''''' can lead to immune 0"01,a"", dysfunction and un.• u __'v ' ..V"'VUUUHH..UHC

1 & 20683-.:.-u"u & 20705-20719. In narncurar

found that low-level chronic exposure to mercury is associated lupus. In one

study, Yoshida wrote: "In humans, mercury promotes a systemic lupus

erythematosus-like syndrome ...." 65 RP 20684-20685.

Pristane is also a constituent of crude oil. In air monitoring tests conducted

by Shell before the remediation, there were elevated levels of pristane found in the

air in Hobbs. Tr. 11115/07 pp. 27-30; Tr. 11127/07 p. 175; 53 RP 17364-17376.

Plaintiffs' experts also found elevated levels of pristane in house dust samples

from homes in the Westgate subdivision. 52 16968;62 20255;

3 3,

15



20681 ; 11/13/07

Pristane is capable

11 128,164-1

damaging the 1rt'">rt'">1·'rla "UC'TalY'l 20697.

In a number of published mouse studies, screntists have

mice intraperitoneally muuces autoantibodies uniquely characteristic

human lupus. 61 1 1 19627, 1 20697. A study by

also demonstrated that disruption of the ~'KC was part of the mechanism causing

susceptible mice to develop lupus. The study stated: "Humans and mice with SLE

have reduced numbers of CD 1d-restricted NK T cells, suggesting a role for these

cells in the regulation of SLE." 65 RP 20680.

Scientific studies have shown that the mouse is a good model for studying

human lupus. The response of the mouse to pristane and mercury closely parallels

the immune reactions in humans. Studies by Yang and others demonstrate that

scientists can extrapolate from mice to humans for mechanisms of lupus induction.

mouse IS a H71.rlalu accented l-r,,...,""". 65

16



'VLUH~,L~"H ~,n",H""'''',l'''' III ",,,,,-'...,,Hb lupus. 65 RP 20672.

causation to lupus is called

65 RP 20698-20699.

individualsof

paint HU.'">,'''

assess

Another autoimmune oisease very 0HJ,HH.i.J

scleroderma or systemic sclerosis (SS). A number of studies have shown elevated

have been exposed organic solvents, benzene,

Dr. Dahlgren emphasized that his causation opinions on immune diseases

were based on plaintiffs' exposure to a mixture of immunotoxic chemicals. 65 RP

20699. There is an additive or synergistic effect when someone is exposed to

multiple immunotoxic chemicals at the same time. 65 RP 20699-20701. Multiple

chemicals interacting with each other will usually increase their toxicity. When

the chemicals are toxic to the same organ system, they will exert an effect at a

lower dose. 65 RP 20702. Dr. Dahlgren relied on an EPA guideline and three

""'-"''-''HJJJ'" studies to illustrate opinion on the additive or synergistic effect. 65

review process. 65

7



InLtTIUne svmptorns m

20296-20300.

exposure to benzene, mercury,

operations. 63

associauon ""co'-nrc>coY"> immune diseases

!-,'-',JJLVLV limitations,

00-20302. It concluded: "Despite some

findings this study are compelling. The hypothesis that

environmental toxins may induce lupus is consistent with the known ability of

certain medications to cause SLE. There exists a plausible biological basis for

an association.... This study adds to the evidence implicating pristane and

mercury in the development of lupus and generates questions as to the possible

synergistic effects of organic solvents including pristane and phytane, mercury and

other exposures. Further research is needed to determine the mechanism of effect

each of the suspected causal exposures and to assess possible synergy between

eXl:loSllres "

1

, p.

1

18



HUI1Y.., or

case

IS important

u.Ujeuu to the parties if

deliberations.... It

of the case until

the entire case has cornpietec and suommeu to " 13-110, Nl\1RA.

During trial, the court repeatedly admonished the jury to keep an open mind,

not to decide outcome of the case before final deliberations, and not to form

any fixed opinions about the case until it was finally submitted to them after all the

evidence was presented and the closing arguments were finished. Tr. 11/8/07, pp.

6:16-20,105:4-9; 11114/07, p. 104:18-20; Tr. 11/15/07, pp. 120:5-7,210:7-9;

11/16/07, p. 83:1-6; Tr 11/28/07, p. 316:11-13.

The jurors UiCleT,","" no violating admonitions. On the very first

are we

outcome is. '"



21 1

Jurors were room. 68 21779 21818 ~7.

worked '~rn"lnf1

21 21818 21 Cnnsman was a nurse

knew about doctors and they should testimony. 68 RP

21779 ~8, 21818 ~8, 21822 ~7. Fresso and Chrisman complained that they were

tired of hearing the same ""U,riCH""""" and just wanted to go home. 21780

~16, 21819 ~16, 21823 ~1 21826 ~11, 21829 ~7.

Chrisman repeatedly attempted to persuade the other jurors that the

plaintiffs had no case and Shell should win. She told the other jurors that all of the

plaintiffs' symptoms were the result effects of medication. 68 21780

4,21819 21 ~1 21 was

the nerghbornood was

1 1 1 1



they made a de(~ISIOn 'l"")""'\,,,,t a

n 'V'.... n .• pull out. 68

Other statements

21780 ~13, 21819 ~13.

'-''''''''0'' and Chrisman

following:

Plaintiff Sabrina Hudson was consioereo to loose 'H'V.<"'hJ

because she had to move back her parents when she hAr"01Y'C>

pregnant out of wedlock. 68 21780 ~9, 21819 ~9, 21825

Plaintiff Frank Volz was said to be gay. 68 RP 21780 ,-r9, 21819 ,-r9,
21822 ,-r8, 21825 ,-r5.

After testimony concerning Dr. Getta Lele was presented, one juror
stated that people went to Dr. Lele because she would say anything,
and that this juror knew of two other persons who went to Dr. Lele
with false symptoms. 68 RP 21780 ,-rl1, 21819 ,-rl1, 21826 ~7,

21828-29 ~5.

Chrisman told the other jurors that Plaintiffs' doctor, Dr. Lieber, was
lying and the only way to diagnose asthma and bronchitis was with a
chest x-ray. 68 RP 21780 ,-r17, 21819 ,-r17, 21823 ~13, 21826 ,-r12.

Chrisman told the
knew

Jurors Shell gave city Shell
donatmg land. 1

21 'lI14, 21826 'lIl3.

was a picture

21



a month-tong trial

a

half deliberations. Tr. 12/6/07 p. 187.~\J-~J 1 p.4

RP 22065 Chrisman was the rArpn"'rcrvn 21740.

the same day, alternate juror Danny Rawlinson

participate in the final deliberations) contacted plaintiffs' counsel and informed

them of the jury's conduct during trial. 68 RP 21762 ~5; Tr. 2115/08 p. 39: 13

40:7. Shortly thereafter, plaintiffs filed a motion for new trial. 68 RP 21761-78.

The motion was supported by Rawlinson's affidavit and later supplemented by the

affidavits of three regular jurors (Hendricks, Enriquez, and Betty Lozoya)". 68 RP

21779-81,21818-30. The motion argued that a new trial should be granted due to

juror bias and juror misconduct, including prejudgment of the case, violations of

the jury instructions, premature deliberations on the outcome, and injection

21 21 21 1



Shell contacted jurors and Chrisman

alH~lo;:.alL1Vll;:'of misconduct. 68 RP 21786. HrYUTP'ITPr Shell presented no affidavits

Fresso or Chrisman or UHYVUv else in opposition to the motion for new trial.

RP 21785-99; 69 RP kk~JJO-J

On March 1 crstnct court issued a written decision tipr'Ulri the

motion for new trial. 69 22064-95.

ARGUMENT

POINT I

THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED BY EXCLUDING DR.
DAHLGREN'S CAUSATION OPINIONS AND
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY ON LUPUS AND OTHER
IMIVIUNE CONDITIONS AND BY GRANTING SUMMARY
JUDGMENT ON THESE CLAIMS

A. Standard of Review

trial court's decision to exclude scientific testimony under Daubert v.

CleCISIC)il was in """",rrli"nc'", with the of Evidence and the evidence in

1 liberal + s-, ~r'r+ of



m lusion." V. 1I/InV'171/10'7

~16, 136 N.:M. 166, 1 96 P.3d 291,297.

summary ruczment ruling is subject to de novo review. negg» v. of

2009-N!v1SC-023, ~1 146 .M. 372, 210 d 798.

B. Preservation of Error

Plaintiffs preserved these issues for appellate review. 62 RP 19935-19954;

63 RP 20119-20176; 66 RP 21166-21179.

C. Dr. Dahlgren's Causation Opinions and Epidemiological Study
Were Based on a Scientifically Reliable Foundation and Methodology

In State v. Alberico, the New Mexico Supreme Court adopted the Daubert

standard for admissibility of scientific testimony and rejected the more restrictive

test "general acceptance" in the scientific community under Frye v. United

States, 293 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923). State v. Alberico, 116 N.M. at 165-67. The

judge "a preummary assessment of

1



on v. 1

r r ...,,4a.r Daubert is

souncness of methodology.":

Cir. 2010) (citation10rrtmiano v.

1 ~15, 1

correctness of

the analysis "'is whether expert testimony proffered

in the case sufficiently tied to the facts of the case that it will aid the jury in

resolving a factual UhJ!JUL"'.'" State v. Downey, 2008-J\TMSC-06I, ~30, 145 N.l\.1.

232, 195 P.3d 1244 (citation omitted). "As the United States Supreme Court

observed in Daubert, this requirement 'has aptly been described by Judge Becker

as one of 'fit.' 509 U.S. at 1,113 S.Ct. 2786. The primary inquiry is whether

the scientific methodology 'fits' the facts of the case and thereby proves what it

purports to prove." Id.

an an

CWUdCHdU III SCH:3nce." L/auoeri



a cnsnuteo Issue.

2001 \Jttl0tLQ.h it

common that medical experts cisazree on uiagnosis and causation,

s determination."

A trial court "not c>vr·fnrlc> [expert] TC>0T1>V'AMU simply because the

conclusion was 'novel' if the methodology and the application of the methodology

were reliable." , 167 F.3d 153. "Where an expert otherwise reliably uses

scientific methods to reach a conclusion, lack of textual support may' go to the

weight, not the admissibility' of the expert's testimony." Knight v. Kirby Inland

Marine, Inc., 482 d 347, 354 (5th Cir. 2007). "Vigorous cross-examination,

presentation of contrary evidence, and careful instruction on the burden of proof

are the traditional appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible

1 never



case it aid v.

was an

proffered."

Dahlgren relied on a

V. •toiner

body of evidence

described "nrnTc> this evidence included: (1) published animal and human studies

and medical textbooks on the link between V'-"''''-'-'U'-', mercury, and pristane and

immune diseases including lupus; (2) other studies on the association between

similar types of environmental toxins and lupus and other immune diseases; (3)

the biological plausibility of a causal link; (4) the temporal relationship between

plaintiffs' exposure and their immune diseases, and the cessation or improvement

of their immune conditions upon rpYYlAU,> I exposure; and (5) absence

temporal relationship between exnosur onset of a oisease

1

or a urr'rc,=>n,nn of symptoms can 1'""<>,I,"'rtc> C,,),'Tl'j::;'e',HUF, a""rla.....r·C> of causation.

. 1



the

incidence RP

19368. Furthermore, even there no

LU'-''-'LU-<.UUJH1, "the existence of a h,rdr.,cy,

the reliability the proffered opinions on causation." re

Liability Litigation, 645 Supp. 2d 164, 183 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).

The absence of any other rational explanation for the plaintiffs' excessively

high incidence of immune diseases and abnormal immune symptoms is also

probative. The only relevant thing these plaintiffs had in common was their

residence in Westgate and their exposure to toxic chemicals from the nearby oil

and gas operations. Shell offered no other reason why the residents of Westgate

would have suffered such a disproportionately high incidence of lupus and other

immune diseases and symptoms, or why . symptoms would suddenly diminish

because it was merelv a "cross-sectional studv." 66 211. .
cited a sentence in the Reference Manual c+"h .....rr that

an



1 211

mterviewec or examined,

the presence of

cetermmmg causation is that "it is

individual

a studyproblem

establish the temporal relation between exposure and disease-that' that

exposure preceded the disease, which would be necessary for nr','Ul1inlT any causal

inference." 60 RP 19362.

In this case, however, Dr. Dahlgren was able to determine that the exposure

preceded the diseases through his interviews of the plaintiffs, their residence

histories, and reviews of their medical records. Dr. Dahlgren specifically

concluded that all of the plaintiffs were exposed before their illnesses. 65 RP

20694 ~38; 65 RP 20739 ~16. Thus, Dr. Dahlgren's analysis did not 0\..1.",>,-"

a cross-secnonai

exact label is unimportant, is best

c>t".rC>'"I"'C> Manual a

8 ~p

netween an c>vr'A",,,rl an



60 1 It on state:

"A e-',..., -r-t- ".."/'1"",, are conducted, in researcher nnt ho'"''

and disease ,...,"1e",..., ....... "" exposed cohort." 59 n.19; see

19299 acknowteczes "you ,",VI..HU our a

retrosnectrve cohort "j-n,rhr" 61 1 1 referred In a

published scientific article as "both a retrospective cohort study and a cross-

sectional study").

There is nothing scientifically unreliable about using this type of study to

determine causation. The critical point is that, unlike a pure cross-sectional study,

there was a control group for comparison. See Reference Manual at 95 ("Was

there a control group? not, the study has little to say about causation.").

trial court itself acknowledged: study shows a difference in lupus diagnosis

In different populations, one exposed, one not exposed." 66 21187. Thus,

on court's criticism

the



19,

were oaseo to the mixture of these immunotoxic cnermcais,

just isolation. 65 RP 20699-20704.

explained in detail

mouse studies were a scientifically valid for !LULUU,!L

dosages of pristane injected into the 65 RP 20672, 20680-

20681. Notably, the authors of the mouse studies themselves suggested that their

results were "relevant to the pathogenesis of autoantibody production in humans"

they concluded "that environmental exposure to pristane could be involved in

the pathogenesis of some cases of human SLE." 61 RP 19632.

Because these mouse studies were published and peer-reviewed, they were a

reliable foundation for Dr. Dahlgren's opinions, even if they did not conclusively

,",U'-,"JU,UVH standing on their own. "[Tjoxicology moueis based on animal

at

v. 1), the

31



"'-t-t"' ....-t-c- of

low-dose U":><".;;;''' by humans. Id. 842-43.

se inadmissible and SnlJUIG

scienunc evidence." ld. at 842.

animal studies unreliable under

concerns aU\JUL extrapolatmg

that "animal '-'L"''-'-H,..:> are notNinth Circuit

a determination must be made on problems inherent to the

'"""',""J._''"' themselves, not a general apprehension at inter-species and inter-dosage

extrapolation." Id. at 843 (emphasis added). Here, as in Metabolife, the district

court improperly rejected Dr. Dahlgren's reliance on mouse studies based solely

on its general apprehension about inter-species and inter-dosage extrapolation.

Most fundamentally, the district court abused its discretion by ruling that

Dr. Dahlgren could not render a causation opinion without pointing to conclusive

evidence of general causation in the published literature. 66 RP 21184-21188.

s was

independently establish

1



a causanoi even on

attonat R.

opme that a .... r"1:L','::"clL,cLL U,""VLJc~ caused a

862;

d 6~

d 11 Y"'_'-fY (I l"

at 929. "To so VV~FU1U doom cases 111 Uinlpn the

of research on the specific ailment or on the alleged causal agent was in its early

stages ...." Heller, 1 d at 155. some instances well-grounded but

innovative theories have been published .... Some propositions, moreover,

are too particular, new, or of too limited interest to be published." Daubert,

In sum, Dr. ""-,U'LU,,,,L

5 U.S. at 593; n,.,.npr/ Primiano, 2010 \VI... 788906~ at *4..

s causation opinions and his published study on lupus

Immune mseases were based on a ('I'""'n1"' "1"11":1 reliable methodology

UU'''-'U,LUI1Ull''-' cnseases was based erroneouSV"'~LU~!VH

1



be as

nomnson, and were

these claims to .5 See, e.g., v. Operating,

Inc., 2003-NMCA-078, ~~1, 9-10, 42, 133 NJv1. 804,70 P.3d 794 (reversing grant

of partial summary judgment a trial on claims and remanding

proceedings on the reversed claims).

POINT

THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY
DENYING THE MOTION FOR NE\V TRIAL AS TO ALL
PLAINTIFFS

Standard

new

v. Cities a/Gold Casino, 2010-Nrv1CA-002,



nr?,C'p"FUP,r! this issue 68 2 1-

21 1,21803-21

C. The In 1"0 .. Affidavits \Vere Admissible

the district court,

under Rule II-606(B), N1v1RA, which "Upon an inquiry .

a verdict ..., a juror may not testify as to any matter or statement occurring

during the course of the jury's deliberations or the c>YYc>,,1- of anything

or any other juror's mind or emotions as influencing the juror to assent to or

that

dissent from the verdict ... or concerning the juror's mental processes connection

therewith, except that a juror may testify on the question whether extraneous

prejudicial information was improperly brought to jury's attention or whether

any outside influence was improperly brought to bear upon any juror."

11

I(T' ~/ 1'17II 1 ,."""' (1999). In Goodloe, an alternate

discussions the case r1" s-,nrr including statements



case."

d 354, 357 (Ark. 2000)

11 VVV\ '""'

see

admissible under

testimony by jurors rezardmz pre-ceuoeranon discussions

State v. Cherry,

occurred to formal cenoerauons

Although Goodloe was decided the Supreme Court 13-

110, Nt\1RA in 2005, this instruction did not alter the scope or meaning of Rule

11-606(B). un 13-110 allows jurors to discuss the evidence during a trial,

but it does not define such discussions to be part of "the jury's deliberations"

within the meaning of Rule ll-606(B). On the contrary, un 13-110 states that the

jurors may not make up their minds, may not decide the "final outcome" of

case, may not "decide any part of the case," and may not try to "convince others

about final outcome" until the "final deliberations" presentation "all

13

to "the jury's deliberations," it

Af'/~l1"''''Arl .... ~.u.h the course

applies11



V. JUiC/{S'On s 362,371

(holding r1a.'::lrlu identical

during trial break because

formal'

606(b) as meaning

a

verdict"). The Sunreme Gooatoe or alter

the word "deliberations" in Rule 11-606(B) when it adopted un 13-110.

Shell's broad interpretation of Rule 11-606(B) would undermine the

Supreme Court's careful distinction between juror discussions of the evidence

during trial and formal deliberations at the conclusion of trial. Numerous courts

have recognized that allowing jurors to discuss the outcome of a case during trial

poses a potential threat to the integrity of the judicial process. A juror who

expresses a fixed opinion prematurely will likely be resistant to changing her mind

. contradicted by subsequent evidence, and there a risk that the juror will decide

V. 2009); State v.

Commonweaun v. Kerpan, 508

1 1 asnineton. 1



"'-''Vuu. 4 438 11 1 147 F.2d

3

were cnrmnal cases,

a fair and . jury. N.M. ",-,'Vuul~.,

479,481, 2 356,358 (l 1).

. City of

of this

case LUf';'ULj'MU~, allowing jurors to discuss evidence during a civil trial poses an

equally grave risk the jurors will prejudge the case before hearing all of the

evidence, the jury instructions, and the closing arguments. "One traditional

component of fairness is that a juror remain open-minded and not form a fixed

opinion on the case until the jury commences deliberations." State v. Rojas, 177

454,457,868 P.2d 1037, 1040 (Ariz. App. 1993).

un 13-110 attempts to maintain this component of fairness by instructing

Jurors may discuss or decree the final outcome until TA>+1fYl" I

s

case comptetety

a

1



lurn,.", Committed IVHSCOinauct by the Case,
Violating the Jury

Instructions

The uncontracicteu ...u.L,C,.1"'HC' eStaD11Sn that HraC'C'A and Chrisman

an orchestrate a detense verdict very first day

was already "'.'"""5 the At-harC'

was "a n'':let", of our time" and "the should put us into deliberation

because 'we know what the outcome is.m 68 RP 21779 ~~5-6~ 21818 ~~5-6~

21821 ~5~ 21825 day during every break in the trial, Fresso and

Chrisman led a discussion which they would criticize and refute the plaintiffs ~

evidence and reinforce and exaggerate the themes asserted by the defense. 68 RP

21779 ~7, 21818 21821

HraCCA S statements the trial was "a waste of our time" and "the Court

should put us . deliberation because 'we know what the outcome ism

Ctemens v. f(P(7Pf1ts: 'dJ p • .J U 35 36 L

5

s reneateo aOJmOnHlOIlS



convince others about the final

13-1

H!h'f'h IS rnconsistent

instructions "

Chrisman's conduct also demonstrated bias, prejudgment of the case, and

inability to comply with jury instructions. Chrisman told the other jurors

during trial that "all the Plaintiffs' symptoms were the results of side effects of

medication" and that "Telles was not suffering from the illnesses caused by the

contamination as identified by the doctors." 68 RP pp. 21779-80 ,-r,-r1-2, ,-r,-r7-10,

~14, pp. 21818-19 ,-r~1-2, 10, ~14, p. 21822 0, p. 21825 ~6, p. 21826 -U9, p.

21828 the Jurors

~13,

upr,'1tf', for Shell. was a oratant 1 1 0 s



¥a.,art on extrajudicial

" 68 RP 21 21819

tuberculosis explained Plaintiffs' 0urn",f-r\r¥'0 RP21780~12,21819 12,

"nonsensical" and "in direct contravention to"

217801117,21781

21822 ~9, 21826 ~8. As the district court found, these comments were

testimony. 69 RP 22091

(citing Tr. 11/28/07 pp. 223-29). Chrisman also rbTtar; that "she knew Shell had

the practice of donating land" and that "was lying and the only to

diagnose asthma and bronchitis was with a chest x-ray." 68

~18,218191117,21820~18,21823 3,21826 2. Once again.there was no

evidence to support assertions. In

1'11""''':'''''''\00. or absence

case uuc:',,",U



tsaseo on L""HL~H were

unable to cecioe the case LJU2>vU cn,,,,,,,, on the eviuence presentee

that they were nopeiessty rnased <kl""<ALH'-'~

tJ'<kLULCLLU from day one.

of jury misconduct bias.

E. The Juror Misconduct and Juror Require a

The bias ofjurors Fresso and Chrisman requires a new trial, regardless of its

effect or influence on the rest of the jurors. It is settled that "a lone biased

undermines the impartiality of an entire jury." State v. Gardner, 2003-l\TMCA-l 07

~3, 134 N.M. 294. "If a juror is biased, then the defendant, by definition, c"+~h:>r,,

prejudice. One juror's bias, even if it does not influence other jurors, jeopardizes

the defendant's right to an impartial jury." Mann, ~25.

This rule applies to civil cases as well. "Civil litigants a

an uu,tJl-U

'-''VLUIJ'VU'-"~of 12 impartial ,,,,,,,,,,,. although a

2



85 Nev. 462 P.2d 10 1 18

883 P.2d 15 161-62 (Okla. 1 )v.

v."

1

bias of ..,Ui;;;',,, required reversal without regard effect on even

was \AH'-UUUH.'\A>J and concurrence only was necessary

Ctemens v. University ofCalifornia, 20

Ld.l11J11U-",1", In(Cal. Ct. App. 1971) ("The guarantee is to 12 impartial jurors."

original).

According to the uncontradicted evidence presented below, plaintiffs were

deprived of their right to a jury trial by 12 impartial jurors. At least two of the

jurors were irreversibly biased against the plaintiffs from the outset of trial. One

of them (Chrisman) was ultimately selected to be the foreperson. In absence of

contrary affidavits from Fresso, Chrisman, or any other juror, the trial court abused

discretion by rta14'U"'" motion for new trial based on juror bias.

IJLUUHJU.10 had suffered no prejudice because



jury's nnomgs.

'h"'-'0YY',",,", were biased azainst the
~

impartial in deciding liability.

J.UHIHLLJ on damages, but were .-..0,-+or'th1

trial court also abused 00,-,:>t-,r,n bv s-t cs r-t v zt t-t r r the motion
,.I

new trial

UU,,',"u on the jury's premature .... vLIVv'<.Hi'JHJ in violation jury instructions. In

State v. Cherry, 341 Ark. 924, 20 S.W.3d 354 (Ark. 2000), the jurors discussed the

case during breaks and some jurors expressed opinions about the defendant's guilt

before the formal deliberations began. On appeal, the Arkansas Supreme Court

found the defendant was entitled to a new trial. The court concluded the defendant

had been deprived of his right to fair trial based on the fact that some jurors had

made up their minds before the case was submitted to them and "those jurors who

had already made up their minds could have possibly influenced others who were

undecided UU'JU~ Cherry's guilt." S .3d at 359. Although the court found that

PrE~1w::11ce."

1 110



outcome ",,,,,1',,,,,,,,,,, the

jurors of the

The unrefuted evidence establishes

some outcome of the case and vHi'SUt','"'U m a

jurors throughout course

prejudice and a new Id. at 3 see

Dept. ofTransportation & Development v. Moneleone, 976 So.2d 798, 801

(La. Ct. App. 2008) (finding trial court abused discretion by denying new trial

based on juror expression of fixed opinion during trial); Isabelle v. Proctor

Hospital, 131 Vt. 1,3,298 A.2d 818,819 (Vt. 1972) (same); Cooper v. Carr, 161

Mich. 405, 126 N.W. 468 (Mich. 1910) (same).

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT

Plaintiffs-Appellants hereby request oral argument on the grounds that the

is lengthy and CUIllO.Lex and oral argument vv 'V '''H'U be of substantial

nrr,Ut,j"" an onoorturutv answer



rlpr'Ulrlt, a new should be reversed with

anew plaintiffs. hp"thpr or a new trial is

Immune diseases uuv,.u,-" be reversed, and the

HHLHI.'H'" Ul;:,~ac)~ ",lU.iH.i0 of Loretta Kautz, Sabrina Hudson, Franklin Volz,

Estella Acosta, Judy Thompson, and Priscilla Melendez should be reinstated.

Respectfully submitted,

David R. Lira
Girardi & Keese
1126 \Vilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 977-0211

Steven Tucker
Tucker Law Firm, PC
520 Agua Fda
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